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A group of highly committed parents and professionals seeking to create an alternative 
educational and therapeutic program in Central Pennsylvania established The Vista School 
to prepare children with Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) to function in the community with 
increasing independence. Vista uses the principles and techniques of Applied Behavior Analysis 
(ABA), Precision Teaching (PT), and Direct Instruction (DI) to design, implement, monitor, and 
evaluate instruction and therapy for its students.

A Vision for a Better Learning Environment 
The Vista School began with a small group of parents and professionals 
who imagined a better learning environment for children with autism in 
Central Pennsylvania. Their persistence paid off—and in 2002, a two-room 
schoolhouse opened its doors to four students and their families.

Those core families soon learned how much their community needed this 
resource. The school grew swiftly and now serves 100 students from eight 
counties within a 50-mile radius of its Hershey campus. 

The Vista School is powered  
by Blackbaud solutions for:

Blackbaud Raiser’s Edge NXT®

Blackbaud University 

Financial Edge®

Blackbaud Online Express™

“A growth organization needs the tools to achieve  
its goals. If the goal is to expand the donor base to  
be able to grow the organization, then a powerful 
database is an absolutely necessary tool.” 
 —Linda Whipple, Development Director

 CUSTOMER SPOTLIGHT

The Vista School®
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The school was just the start. Total operations today include a $20 million 
budget for programs serving people with autism, from toddler age through 
adulthood. The Vista Foundation provides outreach to 130 children in 
homeschool settings throughout the community, as well as residential 
employment and training for adults. Yet, for its first 13 years, Vista operated 
without any formalized fundraising operation. 

Small, Mighty, and Purpose-Driven
In 2015, Vista’s leaders brought on the organization’s first full-time 
development director, Linda Whipple. Whipple and a development specialist 
manage all philanthropic activities that support three distinct social good 
organizations under the Vista umbrella. A partnership with Blackbaud powers 
the mighty two-person team and equips Whipple and her colleague with the 
tools they need for success. 

“You’re only as good as your database,” Whipple said. “It makes sense that 
any organization that plans to embark on a formal development operation 
needs the backup of a database that is sophisticated enough to ensure that 
the development operation is going to be successful.”

In its early years, Vista’s fundraising focus was simple: a new building to 
physically accommodate the number of families hoping to enroll their 
children. School leaders relied on Blackbaud to provide cloud-based 
fundraising and donor management software with basic functions for small 
and growing nonprofits to achieve more.

The partnership paid off. Vista currently operates a four-building campus, two 
evolutions from its modest beginnings.

New Strategies for Fundraising
After opening its newest building, Vista required a switch in strategy. 
Whipple explained that the school no longer needed the sheer volume of 
donations toward a bricks-and-mortar project, but rather an engagement of 
donors with major gift potential who could make a long-term commitment to 
the school’s future.

Blackbaud’s flagship cloud fundraising solution provided the sophistication 
it needed. Whipple wanted an all-inclusive solution to reach prospects and 
engage them with the most effective communications, as well as cultivate 
existing relationships and steward those supporters toward the most impact.

With Blackbaud as a trusted partner, Whipple can accomplish those goals 
anywhere her work takes her.  

“The tool itself 
has afforded 
us the ability to run  
our development  
operations with a  
two-staff department.”
  —Linda Whipple,  

Development Director

$850,000 
In charitable support for  

2017-2018 fiscal year
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About Blackbaud
Leading uniquely at the intersection point of technology and social good, Blackbaud connects and empowers organizations to increase their impact 
through software, services, expertise, and data intelligence. We serve the entire social good community, which includes nonprofits, foundations, 
corporations, education institutions, healthcare institutions, and the individual change agents who support them.
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$20 million
Total operating budget

Vista’s fundraising tools, powered by Blackbaud, include the capacity for 
remote work from an event or donor visit, simplified data analytics to evaluate 
every communication’s success instantly, and recommendations to make 
strategic decisions quickly.   

“The tool itself has afforded us the ability to run our development operations 
with a two-staff department,” Whipple said. “Developing solutions to any 
snags here and there hasn’t been a challenge. Blackbaud has been more than 
responsive when we’ve had questions, and we’ve always felt that they’ve 
worked with us to reach a solution.”

The Result: Sustaining Growth with  
Blackbaud Solutions
Vista continues to expand its services for people of all ages and plans to grow 
its early intervention program to serve triple the number of children by 2019 to 
2020. This fall, Vista will launch an endowment campaign to provide investment 
opportunities to donors and pave the way for sustainable future growth.

According to Whipple, Vista has grown its donor base by more than 70% 
and total giving by more than 100% since establishing a formal development 
operation powered by Blackbaud. And, as Whipple added, “We’re not done yet!”

Learn more

Ready to see how 

Blackbaud’s fundraising 

solutions can help you 

sustain growth for your 

organization?
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